Investigation of Lactation Period and Technological Treatments on Mineral Composition and IR-Profiles of Donkey Milk by Chemometrics
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Featured Application: Multi-platform analysis of donkey milk.

Abstract: Donkey milk represents an efficient substitute for human milk in infants’ diets being unlikely to cause allergic reactions. In this study, different donkey milks were collected at two lactation times (T0 and T1), subjected to freezing–thawing and freeze-drying, and analyzed by Inductively Coupled Plasma–Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES) and ATR-FT-IR. The data collected on freeze–thaw (FT-) and reconstituted (R-)milks were investigated by ANOVA–Simultaneous Component Analysis (ASCA) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The following concentrations (µg/mL) for FT and R-milks, respectively, at T0, were found: Ca: 712 ± 71, 600 ± 72; Fe: 0.7 ± 0.3, 0.1 ± 0.1; K: 595 ± 49, 551 ± 59; Mg: 75 ± 5, 67 ± 4; Na: 117 ± 16, 114 ± 16; P: 403 ± 30, 404 ± 38; Zn: 1.6 ± 0.2, 1.6 ± 0.3. At T1, the concentrations (µg/mL for FT and R-milks, respectively) were: Ca: 692 ± 60, 583 ± 43; Fe: 0.13 ± 0.02, 0.13 ± 0.03; K: 641 ± 71, 574 ± 61; Mg: 72 ± 4, 63 ± 1; Na: 116 ± 9, 109 ± 8; P: 412 ± 30, 405 ± 24; Zn: 1.6 ± 0.3, 1.6 ± 0.3. ASCA demonstrated the treatment has a substantial effect, and PCA revealed that the largest quantities of metals, specifically Fe, Mg, and Ca for T0 and K, P, and Na for T1, are present in the FT-milk samples. The IR spectra of FT- and R-milks revealed no macroscopic changes among them or between lactation periods, indicating this technique may not suitably capture variability in lactation or conservation processes in donkey milk. Despite the relatively small sample size, this study offers insight on the mineral composition changes in donkey milk and emphasizes the significance of milk preprocessing and the lactation period on it.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, donkey milk has gained appeal as a healthy alternative for a newborn’s diet [1,2] due to its resemblance to human milk and lack of risk of allergic reactions. The beneficial effects associated with its intake have been known since ancient times, and it is considered an effective supplement to counteract the effects of various pathologies [3–7]. A number of researchers [8–11] have proven that the composition of human and donkey milk is similar under several aspects, and that it can provide to infants a number of benefits from microbiological [12] and anti-inflammatory points of view [13,14]. In fact, it has been demonstrated that it is a suitable medium for L. rhamnosus probiotic strains, with all the derived benefits, and it prompts the production of anti-inflammatory cytokines [15]. In addition, positive aspects on neural functioning have been highlighted [16]. In the
literature, only few nutritional drawbacks have been pointed out in donkey milk, such as low caloric, lipid, and iron intake; consequently, it is important to include it in a balanced diet, or to fortify it [1]. In general, this food is recommended for neonate nutrition; therefore, analytical methods to ensure its genuineness have been proposed [17]. Numerous chemical and biochemical studies have been conducted on the components of donkey milk, especially with regards to proteins, such as caseins, whey protein, fats, and vitamins [18–21]. This milk also contains a rich bouquet of minerals; nevertheless, little attention has been given to the elemental composition of this food. Fantuz et al. quantified Ca, P, S, Mg, K, and Na in whole, skinned, ultracentrifuged, and ultrafiltered donkey milk, in order to understand how the different elements distribute in the diverse fractions (fats, caseins, whey proteins, and aqueous phase), and they have even tried to correlate elemental concentrations in milk with those in the animal feed [22–24]. A similar study has been conducted by Malacarne et al. [25], who characterized different components of whole donkey milk during lactation (second-ninth month). Among the others, they exploited Atomic Absorption Spectrometry to quantify mineral elements such as: Ca, Mg, Na, K, Zn, Fe, and Cu, and a colorimetric method for P, concluding that the mineral content varies significantly with the lactation period. A further interesting study on this regard is the one from Astolfi and collaborators, who compared the elemental composition of milks from different mammals (among the others, donkey) with plant-based milks and concluded that the levels of toxic elements in all specimens do not endanger consumers [26].

In the literature, sensory analysis trials of donkey milks, aiming at inspecting consumer acceptance, have been discussed [27,28]. For example, Malissova et al. [29] investigated the sensory characteristics of 30 samples of donkey milk from Greece and Cyprus. Panelists estimated the perceived intensities of different attributes: appearance, taste, scent, flavor, aftertaste, and texture in a standardized sensory test form (with a 5-point hedonic scale). The outcome revealed donkey milk is an excellent culinary option since it presents an appreciated sweet taste because of its considerable lactose content.

Despite the scientific attention that donkey milk has aroused in recent years, low focus has been given on how conservative processes can change its properties. It is known that freeze–thaw cycles can alter milk’s composition. Di Donato et al. investigated frozen and thawed (FT) donkey milk, in order to determine whether, despite the process, it was still possible to detect adulterations with cow milk. Ma et al. [14] evaluated the effect of freezing and thawing cycles on goat milk and they observed a considerable reduction in fats and perceived viscosity, higher proteins’ oxidation, and alterations on their secondary structure, and, so far, to the best of our knowledge, the same has not been studied on donkey milk. Similarly, several works have focused on the effect of freeze-drying processes on milk from different mammals [30,31], but no attention was given to donkeys. In light of this, the present work aims at studying donkey milk subjected to two different preprocessing processes: freezing–thawing and freeze-drying. Freeze–thaw (FT-) and reconstituted (R-) milks were analyzed by Inductively Coupled Plasma–Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES) to quantify their mineral composition, and by attenuated total reflection–Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FT-IR) spectroscopy. Data obtained by these platforms were then explored by analysis of variance–simultaneous component analysis (ASCA) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Donkey Milk Samples

The bulk raw donkey milk samples were gathered in July 2019 (T₀) from the early-day milking of Ragusana and Amiantina breed pluriparous jennies (50–160 days after foaling) and in October 2019 (T₁, 130–240 days from foaling). Donkeys were raised in accordance with Regulations EC n. 853/2004 in a recognized farm called “Ciucolandia” in Capestrano (AQ), Abruzzo Region, Italy. The farm used normal agricultural practices based on natural pasture merged with ad libitum polyphite hay and a 1 kg/head per day concentrate integration. The jennies were machine milked daily, and the foals were manually taken
from the females three hours before the milking. The milk specimens have been acquired in duplicate, transferred to the laboratory in a refrigerated bag (+4 °C), and stored in a refrigerator at −18 °C. Before analysis or freeze-drying, the samples were defrosted at room temperature and homogenized by sonication for 30 min using a Branson 1510 sonicator. Based on the yield of the freeze-drying process, ranging between 8.09 and 9.27%, reconstituted donkey milk (R-milk) samples were prepared from the freeze-dried samples, by adding the required amount of water (typically 10 mL to 0.8–0.9 g of freeze-dried milk) to have the same moisture content as the non-processed sample.

2.2. Chemicals

Analytical calibration curves were built using six standard solutions (by dilution in 50 and 100 mL polymethylpentene (PMP) volumetric flasks) and a blank made of ultrapure water. The multi-element TraceCERT® standard solution for ICP (Fluka Analytical, Sigma Aldrich) contained Fe and Zn (both at 100 mg/L) and the mono-element TraceCERT® certified standards for AAS contained Ca, K, Mg, Na, and P. The samples were digested using suprapure nitric acid (65% w/w) from Merck KGaA (Darmstadt, Germany) and hydrogen peroxide solution (30% w/w) for ultra-trace analysis from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA).

2.3. Freeze-Drying

The freeze-drying process was performed in the Department of Industrial and Information Engineering and Economics of L’Aquila University (L’Aquila, Italy) by a Flexy-Dry MP lyophilizer (ALT, American Laboratory Trading, San Diego, CT, USA). The apparatus was set up to perform initial freezing at −45 °C for 1 h, primary drying at 30 °C and 0.10 mbar pressures for 48 h, and secondary drying at 5 °C for 3 h at the same pressure [32]. The dish, milk, and condenser temperatures were all continuously monitored during the procedure.

2.4. ATR-FTIR Measurements

Using a PerkinElmer Spectrum Two TM (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA) FT-IR spectrometer supplied with a PerkinElmer Universal Attenuated Total Reflectance (uATR) device (single bounce diamond crystal) and a deuterated triglycine sulfate (DTGS) detector, infrared spectra of donkey milk samples were obtained. The spectral range under inspection ranged from 4000 cm⁻¹ to 400 cm⁻¹ (1 cm⁻¹ nominal resolution).

The background was gathered and updated around every ten samples. Using soft tissues and methanol, any potential sample residue on the uATR diamond was eliminated. Cleaning operations were carried out prior to each measurement. FT- and R-milks were examined by pouring a few drops of the sample (using a glass pipette) into the device designed to contain liquids on the diamond.

2.5. Microwave-Assisted Digestion

Amounts of 2.5 mL volumes of FT- or R- donkey milk were divided into Teflon vials and digested in an Ethos One (Milestone, Bergamo, Italy) microwave oven after being mixed with 1 mL of hydrogen peroxide and 5 mL of nitric acid.

After precisely homogenizing the freeze-dried donkey milk samples, mineralization was carried out on 180 mg aliquots, which were then dispersed in 2 mL of water. Subsequently, equivalent amounts of hydrogen peroxide and nitric acid were added to the samples. The digestion process involved heating the samples at a constant power of 1500 W. The temperature was raised to 120 °C within 5 min and maintained for 3 min. Then, the temperature was further increased to 200 °C in 8 min and held at this level for 15 min. The resulting solutions were diluted with ultrapure water into 25 mL PMP volumetric flasks after cooling at room temperature. Fortified samples were prepared and consumed in the same manner as unfortified samples to verify the accuracy of the analytical procedure. The same donkey milk lot was used to collect aliquots meant to act as both genuine and
enhanced samples in recovery evaluation. Recovery experiments were carried out individually for macro- (Ca, Na, P, K, and Mg) and micro- (Fe and Zn) elements, accounting for the sample amount and various dilutions utilized in the measurements. The recovery tests were carried out using spiking levels similar to the naturally occurring quantities of the identified components in donkey milk (as revealed by preliminary analysis).

2.6. Multi-Elemental Analysis by ICP-OES

The analysis of seven elements of interest (Ca, Fe, K, Mg, Na, P, and Zn) was carried out using an Iris Intrepid ER/S Thermo-Elemental (ThermoScientific, Waltham, MA, USA) ICP-OES spectrometer equipped with an Echelle grating optical system and a charge injection device (CID) solid-state detector on the digested samples (after transfer into polypropylene vials). A Timberline II (ThermoScientific) autosampler collected the samples with a flow rate of 1.85 mL/min, controlled by a peristaltic pump. Each sample was conveyed in a concentric pneumatic nebulizer, where it was nebulized (nebulizer gas flow of 0.6 mL/min) into the argon plasma, connected to a cyclonic spray chamber and eventually analyzed in a radial torch-reading configuration using the operating conditions recommended by the manufacturer, i.e., radiofrequency power of 1.200 kW, coolant gas flow of 12 L min\(^{-1}\), and auxiliary gas flow of 0.5 L min\(^{-1}\). Ultra-High Purity 5.0 Grade Argon (99.999%) was used in the spectrometric analysis. The emission lines with the best signal-to-noise ratio and fewest spectral interferences were chosen, and the emission intensity underwent a manual background correction. The measurements on standards and digested samples were performed in four replicates and results averaged. A 200 µg/L Yttrium solution as the Internal Standard (line 324.228 nm) was used to monitor matrix effects, possible non-spectral interferences, and instrumentation drift. Cleanliness of the introduction system and an absence of memory effects were controlled by the analysis of one standard solution (0.06 µg/mL for Fe and Zn, 10 µg/mL for Mg, 20 µg/mL for K, and 30 µg/mL for Ca, Na, and P) followed by a blank every six samples.

2.7. Statistical Analysis

2.7.1. ANOVA–Simultaneous Component Analysis

As the name suggests, ANOVA–Simultaneous Component Analysis (ASCA) [33] combines Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) [34] and Simultaneous Component Analysis (SCA) [35] with the aim of exploring data. Taking into account two different effects (in the present case, the conservation process (\(\alpha\)) and lactation time (\(\beta\))) ASCA begins breaking down the data matrix \(X\) as follows:

\[
X = X_\alpha + X_\beta + X_{\alpha\beta} + X_E
\]

where \(X_\alpha\) and \(X_\beta\) are the matrices of the effects, \(X_{\alpha\beta}\) is the interaction matrix, and \(X_E\) contains the unexplained variability.

After the decomposition, SCA is applied on the individual matrices, in order to obtain a more detailed distribution of the variance among the various levels associated with variables \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\). Eventually, similarly to PCA, the ultimate result of the analysis can be visualized using scores plots, which enable the depiction of patterns across the studied individuals.

2.7.2. Principal Component Analysis

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [36] was applied to evaluate the influence of lactation time and/or technological processes on the donkey milk samples. PCA enables the representation of multivariate data in a low-dimensional space of Principal Components (PCs) that are uncorrelated because they are orthogonal to one another. They can be described as the linear combination of initial variables that explains disparate informative components. Equation (2) describes how the initial data matrix \(X\) was transformed:

\[
X = TP^T + E
\]
The new directions are defined by the loading matrix \( P \), whereas samples’ coordinates are given by the scores matrix \( T \). \( E \) represents the residuals matrix. Objects and loadings can be projected onto the compressed PC sub-space to display multivariate information; this offers an easy-to-understand graphical visualization of trends within the data samples (score plot), variables (loading plot), or both (bi-plot). PCA was performed using in-house routines in the MATLAB environment (R2015b; The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA).

### 3. Results and Discussion

#### 3.1. Validation of Multi-Elemental ICP-OES Analysis of Donkey Milk

The elemental analysis of donkey milk samples was proven according to the EURACHEM guidelines [37]. Table 1 summarizes the figures of merit related to this methodology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>( \lambda ) (nm)</th>
<th>( R^2 )</th>
<th>LOD (mg/L)</th>
<th>LOQ (mg/L)</th>
<th>R (%)</th>
<th>RSD (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>315.887</td>
<td>0.9999</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>6.43</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>766.491</td>
<td>0.9998</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>13.78</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>280.271</td>
<td>0.9997</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>213.618</td>
<td>0.9999</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>8.63</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na</td>
<td>588.995</td>
<td>0.9999</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>259.940</td>
<td>0.9983</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>206.200</td>
<td>0.9997</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For every investigated element, linearity and sensitivity were obtained using analytical calibration curves as the Determination Coefficient (\( R^2 \)), and Limit of Detection (LOD) and Quantification (LOQ), respectively. The observed \( R^2 \) values are greater than 0.9995, except for Fe (\( R^2 = 0.9983 \)), indicating a good linearity of the relationship between the analytical response and the concentration for all the elements in the working range investigated. LOD and LOQ values were both determined according to the Background Equivalent Concentration (BEC) concept. The relations \( \text{LOD} = 3 \times \text{RSD}_{\text{blank}} \times \text{BEC} / 100 \) and \( \text{LOQ} = 10 \times \text{RSD}_{\text{blank}} \times \text{BEC} / 100 \) were used, where \( \text{RSD}_{\text{blank}} \) is the Relative Standard Deviation (n = 10) of the blank and BEC is equivalent to the concentration producing twice the intensity of the background. The observed LOQ values (from 0.06 to 13.78 mg/L) are largely below the mean native levels of each target element in donkey milk samples (see below), except Fe, which in some samples presents a content comparable to the corresponding LOQ value. The sensitivity is generally sufficient to ensure a reliable determination of the detected elements in the donkey milk samples. Trueness was evaluated by a spike recovery analysis. In order to assess the mean recoveries (R (%)) of the target elements, six authentic samples and six fortified ones were examined (Table 1). Relative Standard Deviation (RSD (%)), which was calculated using data from six procedural replicates, was used to measure the precision of the ICP-OES method. Comparison of the two parameters mentioned above with the permitted values listed in the specialized literature [38,39] proves that the seven investigated elements are assessable with reasonable accuracy and precision. In fact, as depicted in Table 1, the macro-elements Ca, K, P, Mg, and Na show R (%) values from 99 to 105% which fall within the recovery benchmark ranges of 90–105% or 97–107% for 100 ppm and 1000 ppm concentration levels, respectively. On the other hand, the RSD% threshold values according to the AOAC and Horwitz criteria are, respectively, 5.3 and 8% for 100 ppm concentration levels and 5.7 and 3.7% for 1000 ppm. It follows that precision is good for K, Mg, and Na, and acceptable for Ca and P. Both recoveries of Fe (95%) and Zn (91%), whose expected concentrations in the real samples are close to 100 ppb and 1 ppm, respectively, fall within the acceptable range (80–110%), as well as RSD% of Zn (4%) which is largely below the AOAC threshold and Horwitz threshold values (11 and 16%, respectively). It must be noted that a greater RSD% value (19%) is observed in the analysis.
of Fe, although this value is below the Horwitz reference value (22.6%) and only slightly higher than the AOAC threshold (15%).

3.2. Multi-Elemental ICP-OES Analysis of Donkey Milk Samples

Data were collected as described in Section 2.6. In Figure 1, a first overview of the ICP-OES profiles is given; mean concentrations element by element are reported in Table A1 in Appendix A. In the plots, the average content of Ca, Fe, K, Mg, Na, P, and Zn for freeze–thaw milk (FT-) and reconstituted (R-) milk at T0 and T1 are shown (bars represent the standard deviation among samples). These values are in strong agreement with the concentrations reported by Paksoy et al. [40], Potorti et al. [41], and Fantuz et al. [9] in Turkish and Italian donkey milks, respectively.

Figure 1. Bar plot of the average concentrations of the diverse quantified elements with standard deviations. (A) Average concentration (µg/mL) of Ca, K, Mg, Na, and P in FT-milk collected at T0; (B) Average concentration (µg/mL) of Ca, K, Mg, Na, and P in FT-milk collected at T1; (C) Average concentration (µg/mL) of Ca, K, Mg, Na, and P in R-milk collected at T0; (D) Average concentration (µg/mL) of Ca, K, Mg, Na, and P in R-milk collected at T1; (E) Average concentration (µg/mL) of Fe and Zn in FT-milk collected at T0; (F) Average concentration (µg/mL) of Fe and Zn in FT-milk collected at T1; (G) Average concentration (µg/mL) of Fe and Zn in R-milk collected at T0; (H) Average concentration (µg/mL) of Fe and Zn in R-milk collected at T1.

Figure 1 shows that, regardless of sampling time, the composition of reconstituted milk appears less rich than FT-milk. Considering sampling, as far as FT-milk is concerned, the differences between T0 and T1 are mainly associated to the concentration of K and Fe.

On the contrary, for R-milk, the (already lower) concentrations remain fairly constant between the two sampling times.

The analysis has revealed that R-milk generally exhibits a lower concentration of elements compared to FT samples. This observation aligns with findings from other researchers, such as Singhal et al. [42], who also observed a similar aspect, and they imputed it to oxidation and the disintegration of the mineral compounds, as previously proposed by Kiharason et al. [43] and by Barrett and Lloyd [44].

ASCA was used to evaluate whether the conservation process and the lactation period are significant effects. The model was calculated on auto-scaled data, and both variables appeared significant (p < 0.001).

A more insightful and engaging interpretation of the data can be accomplished by examining the PCA biplot (Figure 2). The PCA model was computed by extracting four Principal Components (PCs), accounting for a total explained variance of 90%. In Figure 2, it is evident that FT- and R-milk samples tend to separate along the first principal component.
FT-samples (dark blue and yellow diamonds) predominantly cluster with positive PC1 scores, while the majority of reconstituted individuals (red and purple dots) exhibit negative PC1 scores.

In agreement with what has been previously observed, for the reconstituted milk, no difference with respect to T₀ and T₁ can be appreciated. Conversely, FT-milk is prone to form two groups according to the sampling time. As expected, the biplot shows that the highest concentrations of metals are present in the FT-milk samples, in particular Fe, Mg, and Ca for T₀, and K, P, and Na for T₁. The behavior of Zn is opposite to the other elements and peculiar. This is probably due to the fact that the concentration of this metal is, on average, the same in FT- and R-milk, but two R-milk and one FT-milk samples have slightly higher concentrations of Zn.

3.3. ATR-FT-IR Analysis of Donkey Milk Samples

Several aliquots of the samples were subjected to ATR-FT-IR analysis as described in Section 2.4. The mean spectra collected on FT- and R-milks at the two sampling times are shown in Figures 3A and 3B, respectively. In the average spectra, it is possible to observe some common peaks representative of the main constituents of milk. The main ones are the broad band at approximately 3327 cm⁻¹ ascribable to hydroxy group, OH, or NH stretching of water, carbohydrates, and proteins. This latter family of constitutes can also be ascribed to the peaks at 1638 cm⁻¹ and 1548 cm⁻¹, associated with the absorbance of C=O (amide I), NH (amide I and II), and CN (amide II) groups. The presence of long-chain fatty acids can be spotted in the range of 2900 cm⁻¹–1700 cm⁻¹ where the stretching of CH in methyl and methylene takes place. Eventually, peaks in the fingerprint region can be associated with the CO stretching of carbohydrates.

Comparing the two spectra associated to FT-milk, at T₁, it is possible to appreciate an increase of the intensities of the peaks at 2924 cm⁻¹, 2854 cm⁻¹, and 1743 cm⁻¹, which can be attributed to fats. This observation is completely in line with the metabolic factors; in fact, the lipid component of milk decreases in quantity in the first weeks of lactation (T₀) until it reaches a minimum. Afterwards, the amount of milk decreases, while the concentration of fats increases (T₁). To a lesser extent, the same trend can be also noticed in R-milks.
periods or changes during the conservation process. 

- The concentration of lysozyme is 0.90 ± 0.14 mg/mL, 
- β-lactalbumin is 2.08 ± 0.14 mg/mL, and 
- α-lactalbumin is 3.34 ± 0.08 mg/mL in FT-milk, 
- lysozyme is 0.81 ± 0.15 mg/mL, 
- β-lactalbumin is 1.86 ± 0.04 of the milk, 
- α-lactalbumin is 2.04 ± 0.08 mg/mL, and 
- β-lactalbumin is 1.86 ± 0.08 mg/mL in R-milk.

A slight difference among the spectra collected on FT-milk at T0 and T1 can be observed also on the peak at around 1638 cm⁻¹, ascribable to proteins. In order to further investigate this aspect, proteins quantification has been carried out using the Bradford method [10]. In FT-milk, total proteins constitute the 1.26% ± 0.07 of the milk; in particular, lysozyme is 0.81 ± 0.15 mg/mL, α-lactalbumin is 3.34 ± 0.08 mg/mL, and β-lactalbumin is 2.04 ± 0.18 mg/mL. In R-milk, total proteins constitute the 1.15% ± 0.04 of the milk; lysozyme is 0.90 ± 0.14 mg/mL, α-lactalbumin is 2.08 ± 0.14 mg/mL, and β-lactalbumin is 1.86 ± 0.08 mg/mL.

IR signals were also analyzed by PCA. However, this did not show clear differences neither for the technological process nor for sampling. ASCA was also applied to confirm this outcome, and it did. Both sampling time and technological process were investigated as factors, and neither of them were considered significant. In light of this, it is possible to conclude that, from the IR point of view, no statistically significant differences can be observed on FT- and R-milks.

4. Conclusions

This study investigated the mineral composition and IR profiles of donkey milk, focusing on two different types of preprocessing: freezing–thawing and freeze-drying. The exploratory analysis using ASCA and PCA revealed significant differences in the mineral concentrations depending on the milk preprocessing and lactation time. FT-milk samples had the highest metal concentrations, with Fe, Mg, and Ca being more prominent at T0, and K, P, and Na showing higher levels at T1.

However, the IR spectra of both freezing–thawing and freeze-dried milks did not show macroscopic differences between them or among different lactation times. This indicates that IR spectroscopy may not be suitable for capturing variability related to lactation periods or changes during the conservation process.

The study provides valuable insights into mineral composition changes in donkey milk and highlights the importance of milk preprocessing and lactation periods in affecting mineral concentrations.

The study’s limitations, including the small sample size and specific circumstances of milk collection and processing, should be acknowledged. Further research is needed to delve deeper into these issues and validate the findings. Nonetheless, this study represents a significant step toward a better understanding of the mineral content and IR profiles of donkey milk and sets the stage for future investigations in this area.

**Figure 3.** Average ATR-FT-IR spectra of (A) FT- and (B) R-milk at the two lactation times (T0 and T1). Legend: Blue Line: FT-Milk at T0; Yellow Line: FT-Milk at T1; Red Line: R-Milk at T0; Purple Line: R-Milk at T1.
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Appendix A

Mean concentrations (µg/mL) of the investigated elements in freeze–thaw milk (FT-) and reconstituted (R-) milks are reported in Table A1.

Table A1. Mean concentrations (µg/mL) of the investigated elements in freeze–thaw milk (FT-) and reconstituted (R-) milks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>T0</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T0</th>
<th>T1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>712 ± 71</td>
<td>692 ± 60</td>
<td>600 ± 72</td>
<td>583 ± 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.13 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.13 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>595 ± 49</td>
<td>641 ± 71</td>
<td>581 ± 59</td>
<td>574 ± 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>75 ± 5</td>
<td>72 ± 4</td>
<td>67 ± 4</td>
<td>63 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na</td>
<td>117 ± 16</td>
<td>116 ± 9</td>
<td>114 ± 16</td>
<td>109 ± 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>403 ± 30</td>
<td>412 ± 30</td>
<td>404 ± 38</td>
<td>405 ± 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.2</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.3</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.3</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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